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ABSTRACT: For a long time, slider-crank mechanism (SCM) has been already implemented for the
design of various devices and appliances, including diesel and gasoline internal combustion engines, hand
pump, compressors, steam engines, and many others. However, around the world engineers still had to
make an effort to reduce the inertial force effect on SCM. In order to do this, up to the present moment,
there are two principal approaches. The first one is to use counterweights, and the second is to implement
spring damping systems, forming spring-SCM. Indeed, the spring-SCM has been effectively applied to an
innovative fruit and vegetable washer, which in turn makes this machine differentiate crucially from the
other existing ones. In this paper, dynamic analysis of spring-SCM under an external force was
deliberately studied. The dynamic and kinematic characteristics of the spring-SCM were clarified by
means of explicit and comprehensive expressions. Based on these resultant expressions, effect of spring
stiffness on crank torque and reaction forces at joints was properly examined. The outcomes showed that
the spring in SCM allowed for diminishing not only reaction forces at joints, but also required power for
crank drive motor i.e. less energy consumption. The optimal synthesis problem of the washer with two
objectives or criteria such as reaction forces and required power was successfully solved. Besides, the
analytical results were also in agreement with the numerical ones obtained from NX Motion SimulationRecurDyn®.
KEYWORDS: Slider-crank mechanism, Spring, Dynamic analysis, Mechanism synthesis, Energy
Consumption
INTRODUCTION
The idea of slide-crank mechanism (SCM) converting rotation into linear movement has played an
important role in machine design and already implemented in many devices and appliances up to the
present moment. The applications are including: diesel and gasoline internal combustion engines, hand
pump, compressors, steam engines, feeders, crushers, punches and injectors [1-3]. One of principal issues
of this mechanism is cyclic forces and moment of inertia, causing system vibrations and reducing fatigue
strength of the parts. It is crucial to diminish these forces, so that the machine would work well during
the long time with less noise.
Around the world, engineers have been studying on dynamics of SCM to find out the measures to
decrease shaking force and shaking moment [4-6]. Many years ago, Contes and his co-workers [7]
carried out the optimization design of crank-rocker by lessening shaking force, shaking moment, input
torque fluctuation and bearing reactions, with the aim to improve the mechanism. While, Ansari and
Khan [8] have implemented the Ritz averaging method for analyzing nonlinear vibrations of SCM used
in reciprocating machines to reduce structure vibration. Yet, based on experimental results and numerical
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simulation of SCM, Ha et al. [9] pointed out the importance of kinematic analysis for many industrial
machines.
In fact, there are two main approaches to diminish the inertial force effect on SCM. The first one is to use
counterweights, and the second is to implement spring damping systems [10]. The inertial force and
moment can be vanished either partially by using counterweights or completely by creating self-balanced
mechanical systems [11-12]. However, the drawback of this first approach is to increase volume and size
of the structure, the resultant mechanical system is often bulky, hence in many case it is not applicable
for machine design.
The second approach to weaken shaking force is to use a spring and/or spring system [13-16]. Even
though a perfect dynamic balancing cannot be achieved by the use of spring system, in many cases
unbalanced forces and moment are reduced essentially. Combination of springs forms SCM partially
balanced. Spring used might be torsional or helical type. The advantage of this method is the use of a
fairly compact spring, there is no need of auxiliary mechanical devices. Hence, it has been used
extensively for SCM in many mechanical systems. Joseph [17] proposed an approximate method for
synthesis of the common SCM connected in series with a spring. While, Groza [18] has proved the
advantages of using combined system of countermass and progressive spring with two rates, which
resulted in 88% and 76% reduction of shaking force and shaking moment respectively. The concept of
SCM was also introduced into robotic platform by Chang et al. [19], who have designed an innovative
legged locomotion based on spring-SCM that provides power efficiency advantages in comparison with
previous motion devices. Besides, based on dynamic oriented design charts approach to determine the
optimum initial configuration of the system, Mariti et al. [20] proposed an optimal design for the spring
natural frequency, considering the constraints on dynamic and structural features. Apart from shaking
force, the input torque on crank is a crucial parameter of SCM. It influences directly on the optimal
selection of drive motor, as well as energy saving criteria of the system [21].
Although spring has been used for SCM in some mechanical systems, as mentioned above from the
literature review, several essential issues have not been explored yet. This paper studied on spring-SCM
with the aim to reduce reaction forces at joints and required power of drive motor on crank or less energy
consumption. Effect of spring elasticity on reaction forces at joints and required power is also examined
thoroughly. A novel approach to the selection of optimal spring stiffness is proposed with regard to
energy saving and minimizing reaction forces of the system. The outcomes are applicable
straightforwardly for spring-SCM used in an innovative fruit and vegetable washer.
MATERIAL AND METHOD
SCM Model and Comprehensive Expressions
The model of SCM with spring, or spring-SCM, subjected to an external force F is illustrated in Figure 1.
In this work, links are considered as rigid bodies, an ideal condition is applied to joint, at which friction is
insignificant. The links OA and AB have length of l1 and l2, mass of m1 and m2, their gravity center being
at C and G, respectively. A slider B owns a mass of m3, translates in the slot with an eccentricity ∆ in
relation to the rotational axis O of the drive motor. The constraint, i.e. l2  l1 +  , is applied so that the
link OA in operation can rotate fully 360o without jamming. The average friction coefficient (both static
and dynamic) between the slider and slot is designated as μ. In theory, the slider B undergoes an external
force F, which includes several types of loading such as air resistance, spring elasticity, as well as other
active loads. Since the link AB undergoes general plane motion, the intersection of OA and the line
perpendicular to the slot at B is an instant center P for velocities. In the generalized model, the gravity
centers are located at certain position with the coordinates u and v in the local system x1Oy1 and x2Ay2 of
the links OA and AB respectively. This allows for developing comprehensive expressions, which in
practice could be useful for various links with different geometries (circular type of flywheel, rod type of
crankshaft, ect.).
Assumed that M is torque of drive motor at joint O of link OA. The law of the torque determines rule and
variation of kinetic parameters such as location, velocity, acceleration, and dynamics like reaction forces
at joints of mechanism. Here, the most important task is to define the relation between dynamic (torque
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M and reactions) and kinematic (coordinate, velocity, angular and linear acceleration of links) parameters.
Based on this, it allows for dealing with forward and inverse problems, or in other word the mechanism
can be handled properly. For instance, if the motion law of the slider B is available, it is possible to
define rotational angle φ law of the link OA, as well as law of M. Similarly, if there is law of the torque or
rotational angle φ law, it is likely to determine the rest parameters. The main problem is solved by using
dynamic principle D’alambert [22], and the expressions correlated kinematic and dynamic parameters are
presented as follows:
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Figure 1. Modelization of slider-crank mechanism with spring.
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Details of components in the expressions (1-8) can be found in the Appendix below. Besides, ICz and IGz
are mass moment of inertia of links OA and AB respectively about the axis z through gravity centers C, G
of those two links; g – gravitational acceleration.
Looking into the abovementioned expressions, it is observed that there are two separate parts. One
depends upon the load F, which is alterable while the structure in operation, it seems to be a factor
causing system variation. The other contains available parameters of the structure such as mass, moment
of inertia, friction coefficient. It is evident that the other parameters including coordinates of points (A, B,
C, G), linear and angular acceleration of links (OA, AB, B) can be changed during operation, but they also
depend on angular coordinate and acceleration of link OA (  ,  ), thus they seem to be available. In
order to manipulate the aforementioned structure, the expressions should be turned into systems of
differential equations, so that they can be solved by numerical method appropriately.
From the expressions (2-7), it results in:

(

)

(

XO = − XA + m1aCx ; YO = −YA + m1 aCy + g XB = XA + m2aGx ; YB = YA + m2 aGy + g

)

(9)

The magnitude of these reaction forces (in the expression (9)) presents a small discrepancy, which
depends on mass m1, m2 and acceleration of gravity centers C, G. Indeed, the aforementioned expressions
(1-8) can be used for solving not only forward problems (motion rule deduces law of the torque), but also
inverse problems (based on law of the torque, it is possible to find motion rule). Dynamic expressions are
built to apply straightforwardly to control the structure. Yet, the outcomes in analytical form allow for
dealing with optimization design of the system at any criteria. Next section presents the application of
spring-SCM for an innovative fruit and vegetable washer. By using theoretical basis mentioned in this
section, dynamic feature of the washer could be analyzed in order to optimize several parameters of the
system.
Application of Spring-SCM for Designing an Innovative Fruit and Vegetable Washer
Illustration of the washer with spring-SCM is shown in Figure 2 [23]. This washer works on the basis of
two main motions of drum (container of fruit and vegetable) including horizontal shaking and rotational.
The former is the most important one, which helps to remove most of dirt from fruit and vegetable. This
horizontal shaking motion is created by spring-SCM, which is a key know-how that makes this washer
different from the existing ones [24 – 26]. Scheme of horizontal shaking motion of the washer is
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demonstrated in Figure 3. Spring system is modeled by using a single spring with an equivalent stiffness
K.
The SCM (2) converts the rotation of a drive motor to linear motion of the slider, which then generates an
active impact of the drum on the vegetables/fruits. The drum (3) performs horizontal shaking (frequency f
= 1 - 2 Hz, Amplitude A = 0.05 - 0.1 m), repeatedly actuated by the drive motor (angular velocity ω2
rad/s). The spring system is continuously compressed and stretched to conserve and release potential
energy. The parameters of SCM used for the washer are included in Table 1.

Drum

Spring-SCM

Figure 2. Modeling of multifunctional washer with spring-SCM [23]
In particular, rotational angle law of link OA owns an uniform transformation:  = 0 + 0t +  0t 2 / 2 .
Since there is an eccentricity ∆=0, hence there is A=l1. In the model, apart from spring elasticity, the most
significant external force is yielded from water resistance while the drum being in horizontal shaking
motion. To analyze this, the fluid dynamics theory is applied. Assumed that the drum is an approximate
cylinder with cross-section radius R and length L, and it is half flooded in the water. The drag force Fc
exerting on the drum can be derived by following formula [26]:
3

Fixed stop

ω2
F

B

A
O

K

2

1

ω1

Figure 3. Principle scheme of the washer: 1) System to create rotational motion of drum; 2) Spring-SCM;
3) Drum.
Table 1. Parameters of SCM used for an innovative fruit and vegetable washer
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Where: Cx – the drag force coefficient, which is obtained from experiments; S – longitudinal crosssection area; ρ – density of water; vB – velocity of drum.
The relation between Cx and factor Reynolds (Re) corresponding to a circular cylinder in a flow normal
to the axis is described in details in Ref. [27], where Reynolds is defined as follows:
Re =

 vB D


(11)
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In particular, the diameter of drum D= 0.4 m, and dynamic viscosity coefficient of
water  = 8.9 10−4 kg/ m  s . With the input parameters: S=0.32 m2,  = 1000 kg / m3 , it is possible to
derive the factor Reynolds Re = 3.6 105 . Cx equals approximately to 1.2 according to Ref. [28]. Based
on the expression (10), the drag force Fc  50 N . From this, the resistance force F in the expressions (1-8)
for the model of the washer is:

F = −K ( xB − l2 ) − sFc − s NB

(12)

( )

Where, s = signum vB =  , this function defines sign and direction of slider B motion. In the washer
model, since the drum slides horizontally on the linear bearing, fiction is minor or (μ ≈ 0). From the

(

)

expression (12), it results in: F = −K xB − l2 − sFc . By substituting the expression (12) into the
expressions (1-8), it is possible to analyze eight dynamic parameters of the washer.
Moreover, in case there is a friction at the slider B, firstly it needs to substitute the expression (12) into (8)
in order to determine the final expression of NB. This expression is then substituted back again into (12).
Eventually, based on the new defined expression (12), it is possible to determine necessary parameters in
accordance with the expressions (1-7).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Here, the kinematic and dynamic characteristic of spring-SCM is analyzed on the basis of comprehensive
expressions (1-8) and input parameters included in Table 1. For the case when spring stiffness K=1000
N/m, angular velocity ω = 4π = const, initial condition φ(0)=0, it turns our that the three points O, A, B
are one an identical line (A is in the middle of O and B) and the spring is compressed with a distance
equal to the length of link OA.

Dynamic Characteristic of the Fruit and Vegetable Washer
When T=1s, dynamic characteristic of reactions at joints O, A and B can be observed in Figure 4, Figure
5 and Figure 6 respectively. It is noteworthy that at the initial time t0=0, angle φ0=0, three points O, A, B
are on an identical line, where the point B is the further from the point O. In this case, spring is
compressed the most by axis x (axially), thus there is no reaction force by axis y (Y=0) at the joints, while
reaction force reaches to the maximum value by axis x: XAmax = 235.56 N, XBmax = 234.24 N, XOmax =
235.83 N. Reaction forces in both of x and y direction at the joints has a similar characteristic, but there is
a small difference in magnitude and direction among joints O, A and B. At the time period t = 0.364 s,
reaction by axis y of all three reaches the maximum value: YAmax = 80.84 N, YBmax = 79.67 N, YOmax =
81.46 N. If the reaction force magnitude is reduced, life service of bearings and system parts will be
longer. The graph of the overall reaction forces RO A B = XO2 A B + YO2 A B is illustrated in Figure 7.
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Figure 4. Reaction forces at joint O

Figure 5. Reaction forces at joint A
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Figure 6. Reaction forces at joint B
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Figure 7. Overall reaction forces at joints O, A, B

Figure 8. Characteristic of torque M and power P of rotary motor
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The graphs in Figure 4 - Figure 7 play a crucial role in designing joints O, A and B, they also present a
regular tendency and an abrupt increment. This causes shear stress of joint shaft to alter and accumulate,
resulting in fatigue and failure afterward. However, Figure 7 shows that among those three joints there is
no huge differences in reaction magnitude and tendency. Regarding the elaboration, the joint A seems to
be the smallest one, connecting several parts (links OA, AB, bolts, ect.), that would be the most
vulnerable one. Thus, the reaction RA should be analyzed in more details. Characteristic of torque M and
power P of the drive motor is demonstrated in Figure 8. It shows that as spring stiffness K=1000 N/m,
maximum value of power or Pmax = 253.51 W is achieved at time period t = 0.05 s. Pmax is frequently used
for selecting a suitable drive motor. Yet, Pmax is also a required power to secure that the system works
properly, hence it presents an indicator of overall energy consumption, which needs to be minimized.
Effect of Spring Stiffness K on Torque and Reaction Forces
For this specific study on the innovative fruit and vegetable washer, spring stiffness K is set in the range

(

of 0 ... 3650 N/m. Correlation among Pmax, reaction forces at joint A RA = XA2 + YA2

) and stiffness K

is presented in Figure 9. It shows that the power P reduces significantly from 253.52 W (when K=0) to
132.99 W (when K=2623.85 N/m). This points out that the use of spring has a positive effect on
diminishing the required power of drive motor, which implies less energy consumption and more
economical motor. The optimal value of spring stiffness to minimize power is 2623.85 N/m.

Figure 9. Effect of spring stiffness K on the required power of drive motor Pmax

Since the reaction forces at joints O, A, B has similar characteristic, their dependence upon spring
stiffness K seems to be identical. With the considered range of K, spring’s role in reduction of reaction
forces is revealed evidently. When spring is not used or K=0, reaction forces are always higher than that
of the case using spring or 0 < K < 3650. To minimize reaction, the optimal value of spring stiffness is in
the range of 1895-1920 N/m. The calculation results obtained by numerical method are provided in Table
2.
Table 2. Summary of results obtained from numerical method
Reaction forces
RO (N)

Power
RA (N)
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Mechanism without
K

337.012

336.22

334.24

253.52

145.15

145.14

144.75

132.99

Mechanism with K

(KOPT = 1918.65
N/M)

(KOPT = 1910.76
N/M)

(KOPT = 1894.96
N/M)

(KOPT = 2623.85
N/M)

% reduction

56.93 %

56.83 %

56.69 %

47.54 %

Multi-objective Optimization of Spring-SCM
Although there are many studies on SCM features, a few of them are regarded to optimization of motor
power and reaction forces [29, 30]. Khemilia et al. [29] carried out the multi-objective optimization of
SCM by using two approaches such as genetic algorithm and particle swarm optimization. While,
Chandrakar et al. [30] optimized the performance of kinematic and dynamic effect of SCM with the aim
to reduce energy consumption, joint reaction and processing material cost. Based on the literature review,
the authors intend to optimize both of motor power P and reaction forces at joint A (RA) by using weight
method. Assumed that Ф is an equivalent function as follows:
 ( w, K ) =
w

Pmax ( K )

max  Pmax ( K ) 

+ (1 − w) 

RA max ( K )

max  RA max ( K ) 

(13)

→ min

Where, w is weight coefficients, varying in the range of 0 ÷ 1. It needs to analyze a function of two
variables Ф(w, K) to determine a Pareto curve. With every value of w, it is possible to define Фmin and
spring stiffness K. Eventually, the outcome of optimal values can be achieved. Figure 10 depicts Pareto
curve (in red), which is the optimizing result of P and RA in spring-SCM.
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Figure 10. Illustration of Pareto optimality in two-objective (P and R) optimization: a) 3D view; b) Plane
w-K
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Depending on the priority order of P and R in the design process of SCM, an engineer would select a
suitable value of w. For every input data of w, it is possible to define spring stiffness K, Pmax or optimal
motor power, as well as optimal reaction forces RA. Looking into Table 3 and Figure 10b, it is observed
that as w varies in the range of 0-0.75, it would not influence on the extreme of P and RA. This indicates
that K varying in the range of 1910-2624 N/m plays an important role in both energy saving and longterm life service of SCM. However, if K=1990.4 N/m, at w=0.8, the optimizing percentage of P is 45%
(close to the maximum value of 47.54 %) and that of RA is 54.5% (close to the maximum value of
56.83%). Although in theory these values (P and RA) vary depending on SCM parameters such as mass,
link length, moment of inertia, ect., the selection of spring stiffness K based on multi-objective
optimization could be the most appropriate way, when weight value w varies.
Table 3. Multi-objective optimization results in accordance with w
w

K (N/m)

P_max
(W)

Optimizing percentage of
P

RA_max
(N)

Optimizing percentage of
RA

0

1910.76

141.02

44.38%

145.14

56.83%

0.25

1910.76

141.02

44.38%

145.14

56.83%

0.5

1910.76

141.02

44.38%

145.14

56.83%

0.75

1910.76

141.02

44.38%

145.14

56.83%

0.8

1990.4

139.44

45%

153.11

54.46%

0.9

2377.38

134.06

47.12%

191.81

42.95%

1

2623.86

132.99

47.54%

216.45

35.62%

Verification by NX Motion Simulation RecurDyn® Software
In order to verify the results, a spring-SCM is modeled and simulated by means of NX Motion
Simulation-RecurDyn® software, as shown in Figure 11. Figure 12 and Figure 13, which demonstrate
law of reaction forces at joint A and torque obtained from two methods: one is analytical (based on
expressions (1), (4) and (5)), the other is numerical (NX Software). Taking into account, spring stiffness
K=1990.4 N/m and drag force is of 50 N.
It is observed that both methods (analytical and numerical) yield identical results. The maximum value of
RA from NX Software is 153.51 N at time period t=0.75 s (deviation in comparison with that of analytical
method is 0.26%). While, maximum value of torque from NX Software is 11.0797 N.m at time period
t=0.885 s, corresponding to Pmax=139.23 W (deviation in comparison with that of analytical method is
0.15%). This proves the correctness and reliability of comprehensive expressions (1÷8), which were
developed in this work, as well as the results included into Table 2 and Table 3 are feasible. Besides,
thanks to multiobjective optimization design for spring-SCM with K=1990.4 N/m, the innovative fruit
and vegetable washer could be elaborated by using an optimal drive motor, which consumes 45% less
energy, and a reduction of 55% in reaction forces at joints of the mechanism can be achieved.
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Figure 11. Spring-SCM model in NX Motion Simulation

Figure 12. Characteristic of reaction forces at joint A

Figure 13. Characteristic of input required torque
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CONCLUSIONS
Comprehensive study on dynamic characteristic of spring-SCM showed that the spring stiffness section
is an important step, resulting in a significant reduction of reaction forces at joints and power of the drive
motor attached to the crank. This know-how was applied to an innovative fruit and vegetable washer with
the principal difference being horizontal shaking motion of drum. The optimization problem of two
criteria, i.e. reaction forces at joints and consuming power of drive motor, was solved. Thank to this, the
optimal spring stiffness was obtained. Moreover, the analytical results were in agreement with numerical
one from NX Motion Simulation-RecurDyn® software. The outcomes from this work can also be
implemented straightforwardly for designing not only the washer, but also other useful mechanical
devices, in which SCM is used.
Appendix

OA =  =  ( t ) ;

d

OA =  =  ( t ) =   ( t ) ;
dt


d2
 OA =  = 2  ( t ) =   ( t )
dt


Angular coordinate, velocity, acceleration of the link OA

xA = l1 cos; yA = l1 sin

Joint A coordinates

xB = xA + l22 − ( yA −  ) ;
2

yB =  = const
xC = cos  uC − sin  vC ;
yC = sin  uC + cos  vC

sin =

2
yA − 
; cos = 1 − ( sin )
l2

 xG = xA + cos  uG + sin  vG



 yG = yA − sin  uG + cos  vG

vB Cx Cy Gx Gy =
= f15 ( ,  )

Slider B coordinates

Gravity center C coordinates of link OA

Sine and cosine of the angle θ, formed by link AB and horizontal
direction as shown in Figure 1.

Gravity center G coordinates of link AB

d
(x x y x y )
dt B C C G G

d2
aB Cx Cy Gx Gy = 2 ( xB xC yC xG yG )
dt
= f610 ( , ,  )

AB =

vB
vB
=
= f11 ( ,  )
PB xB tan − 

 AB =

d
 = f12 ( , ,  )
dt AB

s = signum( vB ) = 

Velocity and acceleration of slider B, gravity centers C, G
respectively.

Angular velocity and acceleration of link AB

This function determines sign and direction of slider B motion at
any time t. As the slider moves righthand, s possesses the sign “+”
and vice versa.

Nomenclature
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F
S

external force
cross-section area of drum

Greek letters
ƞ
viscosity coefficient of water
µ
friction
ρ
density of water
ω
angular velocity
Subscripts
opt

optimized

max

maximum

N
cm2

kg/m×s
kg/m3
rad/s
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